ADVICE TO YOUNG PAGANS by 'SOME OLD BASTARD'
Stay away from Bitchcraft kids,
If you haven't got anything good to say about another Pagan then say nothing. Basic manners.
Don't advertise yourself. At best be ambiguous about your appearance and persona. Ask
yourself : "Do I really want to broadcast my broom-closet status?".
Don't mess with Interfaith Dialogues and the like. Those that don't hate us to our faces despise
us behind our backs. Its called FEAR folks.
Avoid neo-tribalism and inter- tradition wars. Its a psychic cul-de-sac.
Choose a side. Be a Pagan. No fence sitting. Stay away from Abrahamics and dual- fatalists.
Be pure Pagan. Animistic, polytheistic, Duotheistic, Henotheistic.
But never an Atheist, Agnostic or Monotheist. It just aint Pagan.
Don't doubt your powers or your legacy. Trust your knowledge. Trust your intuition.
Fuck the Discordianists and the scientists. The confusers!
"The computer calculates. The Shadow knows".
Trust your gods and spirits. By whatever names you may know them.
Remember the Sun. Especially the HIDDEN Sun.
And never, ever forget the Moon.
Meet the perennial wisdom behind all of Nature. The Elements and the Elementals.
Know that ALL is connected.
Know that all is alive and significant. Not just nouns. But ALL things. Know that words have
power. And "Dreams will flesh".
Be sensible. Be courageous. Be wise.
Always be mindful of the police raid!!
Don't trust clergy. Especially those proclaiming to be Pagan Clergy.
Ours is a religion of clergy. There is no congregation. No spectators. WE ARE IT!
Get wet with it. Thats right wet.
Real Pagans and Witches have more in common than may seem apparent to outsiders or
those within who have fallen victim to the insidious squabbles over semantics.
Words sloth off in the deep space of the Eternal Perpetual Sabbat.
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